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The Only IP Book You Will Ever
Need!: Unraveling The Mysteries Of
IPv4 & IPv6

(Black/White) This book explains both IPv4 & IPv6. It is a manual for subnetting in these two
protocols. This book is a step-by-step guide for those that need to find a faster and simple way of
subnetting and will cover everything you need to know about these two Internet Protocols. You will
learn to subnett in your head, no calculator needed! It will also let you subnet in IPv6 using my
same, simple and easy method.
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We have bought over 100 of these books for our IP Subnetting class at a community college where
I teach. I picked the book and it's better then other options available for beginners. It's approachable
and not to in-depth. The bad news is that it's poorly organized and confusing in many places. But it's
a good price and the author has accompanying video lectures that are helpful. Overall it could be a
whole lot better then it is - but really there is nothing out there quite like it. So we keep using it but
plan to write our own booklet for the course in the future unless a new and greatly improved version
comes out.

Decent enough book, except that every page contains at least five colossal spelling errors. This
book could have used a good editor; even a teenager. Also, there is a lot of filler and lame jokes,
clearly designed to pad the page count. Still, it helped me get thought sub-netting so I can
recommend it with reservations.

If you/ve ever gone through training that required you to work through IP, and especially any CISCO

training, you've probably had a headache or two trying to decipher the complexities of IP and
subnetting. Laz Diaz comes to the rescue offering the most simplified methods of working with IP,
subnetting, VLSM, summarization, and hex conversions on the planet (perhaps the entire
universe!). This book will take you on a journey through IPv4 and IPv6 and make it so simple that
you will scratch your head thinking why can't everybody teach in this manner. Laz makes it easy for
you to learn and comprehend his proven methods thus releasing you from the IP insanity so
prevalent in the IT industry. Not only does Laz make it easy to master IP, he does it in a manner any
layperson can understand and enjoy. If you are the type of person who enjoys long-winded,
convoluted explanations to an already difficult subject matter, than this book might not be for you. If
you want to master IP and enjoy the journey to your new found knowledge than you most definitely
must buy this book. Even if you consider yourself an IP Master you will benefit from this great book.
In my opinion it should be in the library of every IT professional. Laz is the YIp Man of IP. Buy this
book and read it, then read it again. You will become the Bruce Lee of IP...nunchuks not included.

I like the book and style of the author; However, there are some things that should have been
addressed prior to release. The most annoying to me is referencing the text in 'red'. There is none. If
you ever printed a document with red text on a black and white printer, you will know what you'll get
here. You may notice letters that are not as black as the others. Those are the ones that were red
initially. Another gripe is that the alignment is off on some of the brackets above and below on IP
examples doesn't always match up. It is easy to get confused if you take the art work literally. You
need to be in clear light with tint free glasses to see what lines and numbers are supposed to be red
and where the brackets should be aligned to. There is an instance of a subnet being completely
incorrect - so all the math after that is going to lead to the wrong result. If I hadn't just completed a
Cisco class, I wouldn't have caught it so quick and would be thinking that I would never know how to
subnet. The occasional bad grammar is a minor annoyance that has little significance to the missing
color red, bad bracket alignments, and bad math.If Laz was not such a good teacher, I would have
given it a single star. The only thing that saves it is his teaching method and putting things into a
fresh perspective that I have yet to run into. My background in IP networking and systems of
numeration helped me make sense of the mistakes. If a more competent editor were used, this
would be a hands down 5 star book. If the color red, that is referred to throughout the book, were
actually visible and bracket alignments were good, I would have given it four stars. I would only drop
1 star for the occasional bad grammar and one bad subnet.

Eh. This book could be so much more clear than it is. Sometimes it's like he skips really explaining
part of the logic. And, I have not really struggled with subnetting. I especially wish that he had
included more practice problems for each step, and then explained the answers clearly. I like his
humor and the tone though.I found CCNA Success: Mastering Binary Math And Subnetting by Chris
Bryant to be more methodical and clear, and he includes a lot more practice problems.

Mr. Diaz unorthodox method of teaching is both refreshing and a welcome change to the all to
familiar technical books that rather than inspire you to learn, discourage you for all the technical
jargon contained therein.This book is both concise and to the point whereby its delivery will appeal
to both the novice and professional all the while keeping you engaged.

Supposedly a book for beginners but man I got about 5 pages in and was like what???? Also he
tries to be funny and talk in the 3rd person "LAZ" alot which is annoying in a book. Save your
money.

Very casual writing style. There are a few glaring editing issues. He makes references to sections
that are in red, there is no color in this book. It's all black and white. There are some misspelled
words. Most notably "Allot" is used instead of "A lot". Very jarring. But Laz does a great job, for me,
explaining subnetting. I've had two instructors explain it to me with no success. But this guy is
fantastic. It's as if a light bulb went off in my head. I really enjoy his videos. This book is worth the
money as a follow up to his videos.
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